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Here you can find the menu of Fu Wah Chinese &takeaway in Kalgoorlie. At the moment, there are 20 courses
and drinks on the card. You can inquire about changing offers via phone. What User likes about Fu Wah Chinese

&takeaway:
Seriously, the best Chinese food had in years! It was 2:00. The duck in mushroom sauce had 4 different types of
mushrooms in it and cooked to perfection, I asked for extra spicy sczechuan beef and it was amazing! Full taste

and just as I asked, extra spicy! The 5 spice ribs were more tinted than some restaurants, but fleshy and very
good in taste! All in all a great meal! read more. What User doesn't like about Fu Wah Chinese &takeaway:

Got a funniest duck takeaway which has a name Peking duck but without a pastry and the duck is in batter and
sweet oil sauce. I did a call back to them to check is it my ordered food and got an answer from the chef that let

me just accepted “it is what is “ they sell in mining town due to high costs and labour cost. And I got a suggestion
that I should go to Perth to eat a general roasted Peking duck. Well, it’s just... read more. At Fu Wah Chinese
&takeaway in Kalgoorlie, tasty, juicy, delicious grill items is freshly prepared on an open flame and served with
flavorful sides, delectable vegetarian meals are also in the menu available. The preparation of the meals is
done typically Asian, Furthermore, the customers love the successful combination of different dishes with new

and partially experimental products - a good example of successful Asian Fusion.
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Mai� course�
RIBS

Chicke�
HONEY CHICKEN

Sauce�
BBQ SAUCE

Chicke� dishe�
LEMON CHICKEN

Frie� Ric�
FRIED RICE

Bread� & Ric�
SPECIAL FRIED RICE

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
NOODLES

Mai� Cours�
MONGOLIAN BEEF

BBQ PORK

Ingredient� Use�
CHICKEN

DUCK

BEEF

PORK MEAT

HONEY

MUSHROOMS

PRAWNS

KING PRAWNS
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